
Hi
I'll be brief
You are busy and I am not wasting my creative energy on people who can't be
arsed to respond.

I hope you are well.
I have been tracking 'fake nooz' - the stuff that the donald and his gang of liars
and thieves don't want people thinking about, or even knowing.

Please study the links thoroughly as well as the attachments.
you will learn  a lot about surviving this conspiracy virus, keeping your country
open and functioning

In one of the links you will hear testimony from Dr Brownstein where he is
threatened with having his med licence revoked by the CDC if he does not
withdraw his claims that his treatment can cure/stop/kill covid. Because the
CDCknow there is no cure - confident they are not.
Funny old country the youessofhay - land of the free - I believe they claim

I have also condensed the H202 treatment into to a simple, step-by-step
procedure for the non-medically trained.
It is entitled Kovid killah!

How does that old saw go?
Cometh the hour, cometh the man
or perhaps in your case it might be the reverse

So ask yourself if are you part of the old establishmental line of maleable
incompetents, liars and crooks masquerading as prime ministerial saviours of
this sceptred isle, the like of which I have observed for all of my fifty years of
political awareness.

or are you indeed a watershed man with balls enough to do the right thing by
your people?

And if you are the latter are you going to explain to the business/retail/services
world that it is not incumbent upon them to ensure the safety of those working
or entering their premises, by them having to shell out for disinfectant,
handwash, safety curtains, social distancing enforcers then limiting access to
their premises.
This isn't Russia or China!
Instead it is incumbent on everyone to ensure that they are Covid free.
By using the COVID KILLAH procedure everyone can
And instead of having all of the above restrictions, all a premises needs are a
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couple of COVID KILLAH operatives spraying everyone entering and leaving
the premises.
No masks, no screens, no social distancing.
You could even open your borders by applying the H202 nebulising treatment
to anyone and everone entering.

In addition to this, all these producers making a fortune selling sterile
handwash (like they use in the operating theatres - so it must work, right?)
But hey - isn't that from where MRSA (the flesh-eating, antibiotic-resistant
superbug  emanates)

If this handwash works how come it doesn't kill MRSA
This is not a question as I shall tell you why
BIKOZ it only kills 99.99% of all known bacteria
It doesn't even kill 100% of known bacteria

Only two solutions kill ALL BACTERIA, known and unknown, in
miniscule concentrations

0.5% solution of common household bleach

0.5% solution of HyDrogen peroxide

Bleach is much more stable and much cheaper

Both these kill ALL BACTERIA KNOWN AND UNKNOWN IN 60 SECONDS
so does ethyl alcohol but it is too expensive and dangerous

but then opportunistic covid product hustlers wouls fall by the wayside and
possibly never vote for you. Yet another dilemma

(The ever-populist former presidente of my local council here was lobbied to
reduce the heights of the speed bumps on the street passing the local
kindergarten, because the plutocats couldn't drive at their chosen speed -
otherwise they wouldn't vote for him next time.)
Hey! Democracy at work, yet again.

Or will you continue this conspiratorial, Covid charade so that all your rich and
privileged chums become more rich and privileged?
Don't tell me. I do not want to be privy to your innermost dilemmas.

I've written to two prime ministers offering my services and their silent
responses have been overwhelming.

It would appear that the financially induced, alimentary tract inserted,
corporate elbows appear to have been collectively inserted and doing a
marvelous job.
The bottom line being; live in fear now then collect your pay-off later (Jam
tomorrow - maybe)
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Well you're the one who has to live with yourself.

It would restore a lot of the country's belief in democracy for you to do the
right thing by the UK public

All the best

Louis lesCrooge

Anyhoo,
you got the tools to keep your people stay informed and safe - so use them to
the best of your abilities

All the best

louis lescrooge

p.s. sign up to emails from www.mercola.com

The good doc always came across as a thin-skinned, hard-sell charlatan with
expensive remedies.

However this covid crisis has seen him come good.
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